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Summary

While the finite element method (FEM) has now reached full maturity both in
academy and industry, its use in optimization pipelines remains either compu-
tationally intensive or cumbersome. In particular, currently used optimization
schemes leveraging FEM still require the choice of dedicated optimization algo-
rithms for a specific design problem, and a “black box” approach to FEM-based
optimization remains elusive. To this end, we propose here an integrated finite
element-soft computing method, ie, the soft FEM (SoftFEM), which integrates
a finite element solver within a metaheuristic search wrapper. To illustrate
this general method, we focus here on solid mechanics problems. For these
problems, SoftFEM is able to optimize geometry changes and mechanistic mea-
sures based on geometry constraints and material properties inputs. From the
optimization perspective, the use of a fitness function based on finite ele-
ment calculation imposes a series of challenges. To bypass the limitations
in search capabilities of the usual optimization techniques (local search and
gradient-based methods), we propose, instead a hybrid self adaptive search tech-
nique, the multiple offspring sampling (MOS), combining two metaheuristics
methods: one population-based differential evolution method and a local search
optimizer. The formulation coupling FEM to the optimization wrapper is pre-
sented in detail and its flexibility is illustrated with three representative solid
mechanics problems. More particularly, we propose here the MOS as the most
versatile search algorithm for SoftFEM. A new method for the identification of
nonfully determined parameters is also proposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Building on the early work of mathematicians, physicists, and engineers, the finite element method (FEM) was first
proposed in the mid-50s, with the first mention of “finite element” being proposed by Clough in 1960.1 The FEM has since
established itself as the method of predilection for the study of computational mechanics of materials and structures.
While it has benefited from many complex evolutions such as the extended FEM (XFEM)2 or the discontinuous Galerkin
method,3 it has generally suffered from a lack of computational agility when used within optimization pipelines.
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Optimization problems in computational solid mechanics problems generally aim at identifying the material proper-
ties and/or the topological design of a given solid for the optimization of mechanistic or geometrical measures under a
set of loading conditions. One approach consists in covering the entire space of input parameter combinations, running
a simulation for each one, and choosing the set of parameters that best optimize the problem. The alternative is to run
the simulations only for a sampled representative subset of the space of parameter combinations. While the former is
computationally intensive and lacks scalability, the latter is prone to produce suboptimal solutions. In practice, an opti-
mization problem needs a trade-off between both approaches, in turn, requiring an expert knowledge in the design of the
simulations and in the choice of an adequate stochastic optimization algorithm.

The stochastic nature of material properties has been extensively studied through the stochastic finite element method
(SFEM)4; coming in three variants: (i) perturbation approach, (ii) spectral decomposition, or (iii) Monte Carlo simulations.
The SFEM and subsequent alternatives, eg, the Bayesian FEM,5 have been used in multiple applications, eg, polycrys-
talline microstructures,6 elastodynamics,7 tribology problems in MEMS.8 While these methods aim at identifying the
effect of material properties variations on the resulting structural behavior, they are unable to identify material properties
for a target structural output. A paradigm thus acting as a “black box” with no assumptions on the characteristics of the
problem being optimized to the user still remains elusive.

Geometrical optimization and, in the case of the FEM, adaptive remeshing have been the subject of numerous research
programs. One of the main challenges is the need for a usable scheme to deal with multiple constraints (both geomet-
ric and physical) and complex boundary conditions.9 Unfortunately, most of the proposed methods rely on a very careful
definition of the conditions upon which a solution might be reached. In some cases, a coupling with material parameters
optimization was proposed10,11 but focused on very particular constraint spaces. Again, to the best of the knowledge of
the authors, a flexible “black box” method allowing for multiple complex constraints has not been proposed. In particu-
lar, such method would need to be flexible enough to capture optimization problems with continuous behaviors (where
local search algorithms are a priori more efficient) and optimization problems with noncontinuous problems (where
population-based, eg, evolutionary, algorithms are a priori more efficient) and be able to distinguish when to use one or
the other independently.

The use of optimization techniques is a common topic in many industrial and scientific problems.12 For cases in which
an analytical description of the problem exists, analytical optimization methods are generally directly available. Oth-
erwise, metaheuristic optimization techniques can be used to solve the problem as a “black box”. These methods use
a stochastic trial-and-error framework with an explicit or implicit probabilistic mechanism guiding the search process
by progressive generation of new candidate solutions. Along with learning methods, they are the two soft computing13

frameworks increasingly used to work with imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation.
In this paper, we propose a new formal approach applying soft computing to computational mechanics finite element

material properties and topological optimization. Section 2 surveys the related work on soft computing metaheuristics
for optimization applied to computational mechanics. In Section 3, we introduce the formalism to link both methods (in
particular, Section 3.3 presents how both methods are coupled). We then propose a taxonomy of the different practical
applications of this new method to other additional real-world problems in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the
conclusions of the application of this method and highlights its potential.

2 RELATED WORK

Different metaheuristic methods are commonly proposed in the general soft computing literature. Some of them use a
population of candidate solutions such as genetic algorithms (GAs),14 estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs),15

differential evolution (DE),16 particle swarm optimization (PSO),17 or ant colony optimization18; other methods improve
a single solution by a local search mechanism, such as multiple trajectory search (MTS),19 tabu search (TS),20 or variable
neighborhood search (VNS).21 Finally, in the last few years, hybrid and memetic algorithms (MAs)22 that combine multiple
metaheuristic methods have become the best performing alternatives in most of the generalized benchmarks.23

Although not having been formalized as an integrated method, the use of heuristic optimization has already been
applied to different computational mechanics problems.24 These approaches have mainly considered GA as the pre-
ferred optimization techniques, mainly based on their simplicity and their mainstream use as a heuristic optimization
method.25,26 In particular, Corriveau et al27 applied GA to optimize FEM, for benchmark use cases and to a real-case sce-
nario of fillets at the crown-blade junctions of a hydroelectric turbine. Similar application papers have also applied GA to
computational fluid dynamics.28,29
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Alternative methods to GAs have also been proposed, to a lesser extent, such as sequential approximation
optimization,30 evolutionary strategies,31,32 DE,33 PSO,34 harmony search,35 and EDAs.36

The use of local optimization methods has also been referred in the literature, being simulated annealing (SA)37,38 one
of the most common approaches, but other approaches such as VNS39 and TS40 have also been considered. The local
optimization approaches based on heuristic methods have been one of the first approaches to overcome the limitations
of the traditional analytical or gradient-based optimization approaches.41

The approaches based on hybrid optimization methods and MAs are the ones less explored in the field of computational
mechanics, with some relevant references such as GA and SA,42 GA and gradient-based methods,43 two local optimization
methods (SA and TS),44 or multiobjective DE and incremental learning,45,46 which compares multiple combinations of
MA, GA, SA, TS, and VNS.

Additionally, multiobjective problems draw an additional axis in the application of heuristic approaches to compu-
tational mechanics. These problems are defined when multiple and (potentially) competing goals47-49 are optimized. In
many cases, the proposed solutions are alternatives with different trade-off levels among the different objectives. These
approaches have been traditionally tackled by Pareto-based multiobjective optimization methods, such as multiobjective
GA,50 nondominated sorting GA II,51-53 or strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm 2.54

Finally, approaches based on metamodelling or surrogate-based methods have been proposed to approximate FEM
calculations by a function that would provide analytical solution or a better performance evaluation compared to the
actual finite element solving. These approaches have been solved by methods ranging from random search55 to GA56

or SA.57

Although there have been several approaches to the application of soft computing methods and heuristic optimization to
computational mechanics and, in particular, FEM, we have not found a methodological framework that couples concepts
from both fields in a formal model. Moreover, some of the most advanced methods in continuous optimization, resulting
from international competitions and reference benchmarks, have not been tested in this particular domain, which, in most
cases, still uses rather classical heuristic optimization methods, such as GA. This paper aims to explore the formalization
and application of advanced hybrid methods such as multiple offspring sampling (MOS).

3 GENERAL FRAMEWORK

The finite element and stochastic heuristic optimization formulations are first presented. Both formulations are then
combined into the proposed SoftFEM.

3.1 Finite element formulation
In the following, we briefly review the fundamentals of the FEM applied to computational mechanics of materials for
large deformation.

3.1.1 Mechanical framework
Let 𝝋 ∶ Ω0 → Ω be a function that maps a material point X ∈ Ω0 ⊂ R3 in the reference configuration to its corresponding
point x = 𝝋(X) ∈ Ω ⊂ R3 in the current configuration (see Figure 1). The deformation gradient tensor F is defined as

F = Grad x, (1)

where Grad is the gradient operator with respect to the reference configuration.
Balance of momentum. The equation of the balance of linear momentum with respect to the reference (or undeformed)

configuration can be written as
Div P + 𝜌0b = 𝜌0ẍ, ∀X ∈ Ω0, (2)

where 𝜌0 is the mass density (per unit reference volume) and Div is the divergence operator with respect to the reference
configuration. In this expression, the second-order tensor P and vector b stand for the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
and the body force vector per unit mass, respectively.

The balance of angular momentum is generally not imposed directly through the weak form. Instead, the constitutive
model is chosen such that it is at all time verified, ie, P · FT is symmetric.
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FIGURE 1 Deformable body and the applied boundary conditions in the reference (undeformed) and current (deformed) configurations
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Boundary conditions. The Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, T̄ on 𝜕Ωn and ū on 𝜕Ωd, respectively, are
imposed in the reference configuration by the following:{

P · N = T̄, ∀X ∈ 𝜕Ωn

u = ū, ∀X ∈ 𝜕Ωd,
(3)

where N is the normal to the boundary in the reference configuration (see Figure 1).

3.1.2 Finite element discretization
Definition 1. The weak form of the balance of linear momentum (see Equation (2)) is formulated as follows.
For all arbitrary admissible virtual displacement 𝜼, with 𝜼(X) = 0 for all X ∈ 𝜕Ωd,

∫
𝜕Ωn

T̄ · 𝜼dS + ∫Ω0

𝜌0b · 𝜼dV = ∫Ω0

P ∶ Grad 𝜼 dV + ∫Ω0

𝜌0ẍ · 𝜼 dV . (4)

Definition 2. The relation between P and F is defined by the material constitutive law P(F,𝚵,𝚲), where 𝚵 is a set
of internal variables and 𝚲 is the set of material properties (note that the density 𝜌0 is considered here as a material
property).

Let Ω0h =
⋃

eΩe
0h be the finite element approximation to the actual undeformed body Ω0 (see Figure 2), and 𝝋h be a

piecewise polynomial approximation of degree k to the actual deformation x = 𝝋(X), such that

𝝋h ∈
{
𝝋h ∈ C0(Ω0h)

|||𝝋e
h = 𝝋h

|||Ωe
0h

∈ P
k (Ωe

0h

)
, ∀Ωe

0h ∈ Ω0h

}
. (5)

Following the Galerkin method, 𝜼h, the polynomial approximation to the virtual displacement 𝜼, is chosen in the same
ensemble with the additional condition that 𝜼e

h = 𝜼h|Ωe
0h
= 𝟎 on the discretized boundary 𝜕Ωdh of 𝜕Ωd for all elements e.

Polynomial shape functions Ne
a(𝝃) are defined for each element e (a is the node number and 𝝃 is the coordinate vector

in the element basis or isoparametric coordinate system), such that, in each element,

xe
h(X) =

∑
a∈Ωe

0h

Ne
a(𝝃)xa and 𝜼e

h(X) =
∑

a∈Ωe
0h

Ne
a(𝝃)𝜼a, (6)

where xa and 𝜼a are the nodal position (or the solution) and virtual displacement of node a, respectively. Note that the
mapping from the element basis 𝝃 to the reference coordinate system X = 𝚽(𝝃) is prescribed for all elements.

FIGURE 2 Finite element discretization of the undeformed body Ω0 into elements Ωe
0h, such that Ω0h =

⋃
eΩe

0h [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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Definition 3. By making use of Equations (4) and (6), the finite element problem can then be defined as follows.
Find all xa ∈ R3 such that, for all admissible virtual displacement 𝜼b ∈ R3,∑

e
Me

ba ẍa +
∑

e
f e int

b (xa) =
∑

e
f e ext

b , (7)

where the mass matrix Me, the element internal force vector f e int
b (xa), and external force vector f e ext

b are

Me
ba = ∫Ωe

0h

𝜌0 Ne
a Ne

b dV (8)

f e int
b (xa) = ∫Ωe

0h

P
⎛⎜⎜⎝
∑

a∈Ωe
0h

Ne
a(𝝃)xa

⎞⎟⎟⎠ · 𝛁0 Ne
b dV (9)

f e ext
b = ∫

𝜕Ωe
nh

Ne
bT̄ dS + ∫Ωe

0h

𝜌0 Ne
bbdV . (10)

3.2 Stochastic heuristic optimization formulation
3.2.1 Optimization problem
The general case for an optimization problem may be defined as finding the solutions (potentially multiple) that, while
satisfying a set of criteria to be considered as feasible, maximize or minimize a particular metric (typically defined in the
form of a function or set of functions).

Definition 4. An optimization problem A is defined as A = (𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ), with 𝛤 being the nonempty domain in
which the problem is defined. This domain may be either discrete or continuous and n-dimensional. The function f
is defined as follows:

𝑓 ∶ 𝛤
𝑓
−→𝛹, (11)

where 𝛹 indicates the codomain of f that can be also discrete or continuous and n-dimensional, in the general case.
Finally, ≽𝛹 is an order relationship defined over 𝛹 .

Definition 5. The set X∗ ⊆ 𝛤 is referred as the optimal set of the problem A if

X∗ =
{

x ∈ 𝛤 | ∄x′ ∈ 𝛤 |𝑓 (x′) ≽𝛹 𝑓 (x)
}
. (12)

Definition 6. The set of values Z∗ is the optimal outcome of the problem A and is defined as follows:

Z∗ = {z ∈ 𝛹 | z = 𝑓 (x) ∧ x ∈ X∗} . (13)

The mono-objective minimization is a particular case of the general optimization case in which 𝛹 ≡ R and ≽𝛹 is
the regular less-than-or-equal-to (≤) operator.

Identically, mono-objective maximization is defined as a particular case of the general optimization case, but ≽𝛹 is
the regular greater-than-or-equal-to (≥) operator.

A constrained optimization problem is a particular case of the general optimization problem in which 𝛤 is not only
defined by an extensive domain (such as an interval in Rn) but also implicitly by a set of constraints.

Definition 7. A is a constrained optimization problem (𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ,G,H), where the two sets G and H are defined
as follows:

G =
{
gi | gi ∶ 𝛤

gi−→R

}
, ∀i ∶ gi(x) ≤ 0 (14)

H =
{

hi | hi ∶ 𝛤
hi−→R

}
, ∀i ∶ hi(x) = 0. (15)

The sets G and H are named inequality constraint set and equality constraint set, respectively.
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Lemma 1. For a given constrained optimization problem A = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ,G,H), there is an equivalent unconstrained
optimization problem A′ = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 ′, ≽𝛹 ), where 𝛤 ′ ⊆ 𝛤

𝛤 ′ =
{

x ∈ 𝛤 |, ∀i ∶ gi(x) ≤ 0 ∧ ∀𝑗 ∶ h𝑗(x) = 0
}
. (16)

Definition 8. A is a continuous optimization problem if 𝛤 ⊆ Rn. The value n is called the dimensionality of the
problem. Continuous optimization problems are particular cases of the general optimization case.

The inequality constraint of an equivalent constrained continuous optimization problem A =
( 𝑓,Rn, ≽𝛹 ,G,H) is defined as follows:

∃gi ∈ G ∶ gi(x) ∶= x𝑗 − 𝜔i (17)

∃gi ∈ G ∶ gi(x) ∶= 𝜔i − x𝑗 , (18)

where [𝜔i, 𝜔i] are the nondegenerate intervals in R, where the dimension i of the solution space is defined as
xi ∈ [𝜔i, 𝜔i].

3.2.2 Heuristic optimization
Heuristic optimization methods are techniques designed to solve an optimization problem A = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ) under two
major assumptions.

• There is no needed a priori knowledge about the properties of the function f to be optimized. It neither needs to be
continuous nor derivable, but it must be defined over the whole solution space 𝛤 . This assumption is referred as being
“black box optimization”.

• The exploration of the solution space is constrained to a finite set of tentative solutions 𝛴 ⊂ 𝛤 . In the case of 𝛤 being
a finite set, then |𝛴| ≪ |𝛤 |; otherwise, in the case of 𝛤 being an infinite set, 𝛴 must always be finite.

Definition 9. A general heuristic optimization problem is defined as K = (A, s), where A is a general
optimization problem and s is a search strategy function defined as follows:

s ∶ (𝛤 )
s
−→ (𝛤 ), (19)

where (𝛤 ) is the power set of 𝛤 , ie, the set of all the possible subsets of 𝛤 . This set is defined for finite sets
(cardinality N), countable infinite sets (cardinalityℵ0), or, theoretically, noncountable infinite sets (cardinality 𝔠 = 2ℵ0 ,
cardinality of the continuum).

Definition 10. 𝛴0 is called the starting solution set for a given heuristic optimization problem K = (A, s) and is
defined as the result of the search strategy s when it is applied to the empty set of candidate solutions

𝛴0 = s(∅). (20)

Definition 11. The infinite sequence ⟨𝜎i⟩∞i=0 is defined as the heuristic search sequence for a search strategy s, ie,

𝜎i =

{
𝛴0 if i = 0
s(𝜎i−1) otherwise.

(21)

Definition 12. The nth-order candidate solution set for a general heuristic optimization problem K = (A, s) is
defined as 𝛴n and corresponds to the following:

𝛴n =
n⋃

i=0
𝜎i, (22)

where ⟨𝜎i⟩n
i=0 is the finite heuristic search sequence for the search strategy s.

Definition 13. The set X∗
K is the heuristic optimal set obtained from the general heuristic optimization problem

K = (A, s), defined as follows:
X∗

K =
{

x ∈ 𝛴∞ | ∄x′ ∈ 𝛴∞ ∶ 𝑓 (x′) ≽𝛹 𝑓 (x)
}
, (23)
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where 𝛴∞ is the limit at infinity of the nth-order solution set, ie,

𝛴∞ = lim
n→∞

𝛴n. (24)

Definition 14. The set X∗
K|n is the nth-order heuristic optimal set obtained from the K = (A, s) general heuristic

optimization problem, defined as follows:

X∗
K|n =

{
x ∈ 𝛴n| ∄x′ ∈ 𝛴n ∶ 𝑓 (x′) ≽𝛹 𝑓 (x)

}
. (25)

Definition 15. A general heuristic optimization problem K = (A, s) completely solves a general optimization
problem A = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ) by order n if

∀x ∈ X∗ ∶ x ∈ X∗
K|n. (26)

Definition 16. A general heuristic optimization problem K = (A, s) partially solves a general optimization problem
A = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ) by order n if

∃x ∈ X∗ ∶ x ∈ X∗
K|n. (27)

3.2.3 Stochastic heuristic optimization
Stochastic heuristic optimization relies on a stochastic search mechanism to solve complex heuristic optimization
problems.

Definition 17. A stochastic heuristic optimization problem K = (A, S) is an extension of a heuristic optimiza-
tion problem K = (A, s) in which the search strategy s is defined by a random field S defined in a probability space
((𝛤 ), S,P) and indexed by the topological lattice of (𝛤 ) with probability P, ie,

S = {S(x) ∶ x ∈ (𝛤 )}, (28)

where each S(x) is a random variable also in the power set (𝛤 ), ie,

P(S(x) = 𝑦) ≥ 0, ∀𝑦 ∈ (𝛤 ). (29)

Definition 18. The starting solution set, in the case of a stochastic heuristic optimization problem K = (A, S), is
defined as a random variable (we use the same notation 𝛴0 defined as equivalent to S(∅)), ie,

P(𝛴0 = X) = P(S(∅) = X). (30)

Definition 19. Equivalently, the infinite sequence ⟨𝜎i⟩∞i=0 is also redefined as the sequence of random variables
(stochastic processes) of a stochastic heuristic optimization problem K = (A, S).

In the case of i = 0, the sequence begins with the starting solution set random variable*:

𝜎0 = 𝛴0. (31)

For the rest of the cases, i > 0, the next elements of the sequence are defined as the random variable

P

(
𝜎i = X |||(𝜎)i−1

0

)
= P

(
S(𝜎i−1) = X |||(𝜎)i−1

0

) ≥ 0, (32)

being (𝜎)i−1
0 the joint event defined as follows:

(𝜎)i−1
0 ≡ S(𝜎i−2) = 𝜎i−1, S(𝜎i−3) = 𝜎i−2, … , S(𝜎1) = 𝜎0. (33)

*𝜎 and 𝛴 notations are overloaded to be treated as random variables in the domain of (𝛤 ) for the case of stochastic heuristic optimization, rather than
subsets of 𝛤 .
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Definition 20. The nth-order candidate solution set for a stochastic heuristic optimization problem K = (A, S)
is defined as 𝛴n and corresponds to the random variable

P(𝛴n = X) = P

( n⋃
i=0

𝜎i = X ||(𝜎)n
0

)
. (34)

Definition 21. The stochastic optimal set is defined as a random variable∗
K obtained from the stochastic heuristic

optimization problem K = (A, S), ie,

P
(∗

K = X
)
= P

(
{x ∈ 𝛴∞ | ∄x′ ∈ 𝛴∞ ∶ 𝑓 (x′) ≽𝛹 𝑓 (x)} = X ||(𝜎)n

0
)

(35)

where 𝛴∞ is the limit at infinity of the nth-order solution set random variable

𝛴∞ = lim
n→∞

𝛴n. (36)

Definition 22. The random variable ∗
K|n is the nth-order stochastic optimal set obtained from the K = (A, S)

general stochastic heuristic optimization problem, defined as follows:

P

(∗
K|n = X

)
= P

({
x ∈ 𝛴n | ∄x′ ∈ 𝛴n ∶ 𝑓 (x′) ≽𝛹𝑓 (x)

} ||(𝜎)n
0
)
. (37)

Definition 23. A general stochastic heuristic optimization problem K = (A, S) completely solves a general
optimization problem A = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ) by order n with a probability 𝜌K|n if

P

(∗
K|n = X∗

)
= 𝜌K|n. (38)

Definition 24. A general stochastic heuristic optimization problem K = (A, S) partially solves a general optimiza-
tion problem A = (𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ) by order n with a probability 𝜇K|n if

P

(∗
K|n ∩ X∗ ≠ ∅

)
= 𝜇K|n. (39)

3.2.4 Markovian analysis of the stochastic heuristic optimization
Let K = (A, S) be a stochastic heuristic optimization problem. Although, in theory, S may be any random field, in practice,
S behaves as a Markov random field exhibiting the local Markov property

P
(

S(x) = 𝑦 ||S(x′) = 𝑦′, x ≠ x′
)
= P (S(x) = 𝑦 |Δx ) , (40)

where Δx is the set of random variables conditions corresponding to the immediate lower neighbors of x in the lattice
graph

Δx =
{

S(x′) = 𝑦′ ∶ x′ = x∕{e} | e ∈ x
}
. (41)

In other words, the probability that the random variable S(x) assumes a value, for a subset x of 𝛤 , depends on the values
of the random variables of all the subsets with the same elements as in x except one. This means that search strategies
produce similar subsets when the input subsets are also similar.

This property is referred as the biased search strategy that is based on the rationale that any effective search strategy is
never uniformly random and tries to take advantage of the information about the already visited elements of the domain
𝛤 . According to this information, the search strategies may perform two different kinds of actions.

1. Exploration: Try to generate elements in the areas of the search space where the strategy has not generated elements
yet.

2. Exploitation: Try to generate elements in the proximity of the already obtained (good) elements.

In a general optimization problem A = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ), metric d is defined on the partition set of the problem domain 𝛤 as
follows:

d ∶ (𝛤 ) × (𝛤 )
d
−→ R

+, (42)
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FIGURE 3 The four categories defining the taxonomy of the different problem configurations; the vertical axis distinguishes geometrical
information from material and mechanical information, whereas the horizontal one distinguishes input information from expected outputs

where d satisfies all the regular metric properties (nonnegativity, identity of indiscernible, symmetry, and triangular
inequality).

Definition 25. Let K = (A, S) be a stochastic heuristic optimization problem for a general optimization problem
A = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ), and d a metric defined on 𝛤 . We define a [𝜌0, 𝜌0]-intensity explorative strategy S as a random field
such as

𝜌0d(X ,Y ) ≤ P(S(X) = Y ) ≤ 𝜌0d(X ,Y ). (43)

In practice, when condition Equation (43) is met, stochastic search strategies are assumed to behave according to a
Markov Chain model, simplifying the calculation of the probability as follows:

P

(
S(𝜎i−1) = X ||| (𝜎)i−1

0

)
= P

(
S(𝜎i−1) = X ||| S(𝜎i−2) = 𝜎i−1

)
. (44)

3.3 SoftFEM
SoftFEM aims at wrapping the FEM formulation with a metaheuristic optimization search. In particular, the method
identifies material properties and/or geometrical constraints that maximize/minimize either geometrical changes or
mechanical measures†:

• Inputs: explicit (fixed values of the simulation model) or implicit (free variables defined as either range of possible
values or as a results of a series of constraints);

• Outputs: derived data resulting from the finite element simulation for a given set of inputs, these data are the objective
measure to optimize (maximize or minimize).

An orthogonal representation of this approach is given in Figure 3.
This input and output information is projected into a general optimization problem Afem = ( 𝑓, 𝛤 , ≽𝛹 ), where

𝛤 ⊆ IG × IM (45)

𝛹 ⊆ OG × OM , (46)
where IM corresponds to the set of material properties, IG to the original geometry, OM to the state of deformation and
stress of the deformed body, and OG to the geometry of the deformed body

IM = 𝚲 (47)

IG = Ωo (48)

OM = {𝔉 = F(X) | X ∈ Ω0} × {𝔭 = P(X) | X ∈ Ω0} (49)

OG = Ωh, (50)
where Ωh is the finite element deformed geometry.

This general optimization problem Afem can be treated as the equivalent stochastic heuristic optimization problem
Kfem = (Afem, S), with adequate metrics.

†Note that mass (input or output) is implicitly included under both geometry (volume) and material/mechanical (density).
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Example 1. As an example of this integrated framework, we may analyze a case in which we want to find the material
properties I = IM = 𝚲 that optimizes the geometry of the finite element body after deformation O = OG = Ωh,
for instance to approximate a desired final geometry T as a target. In this case, we define the fitness function 𝑓 (x) =
g(h(x)), ie,

𝑓 ∶ 𝚲
𝑓

−→ R (51)

h ∶ 𝚲
h
−→ Ωh (52)

g ∶ Ωh
g
−→ R, (53)

where h is the result of the finite element calculation considering given material properties as inputs and returning the
deformed geometry of the final object; and g is the function that quantifies the difference in the geometries between
the deformed object and its undeformed counterpart, as measured by any metric between Ωh and T.

In order to solve this problem using a stochastic heuristic search, a strategy needs to be defined such that the distance
metric d in Equation (42) may be expressed as follows:

d ∶ (𝚲) × (𝚲)
d
−→ R

+. (54)

This function may be defined as follows:

d(X ,Y ) =
∑
x∈X

(
min
𝑦∈Y

(d′(x, 𝑦))
)
+
∑
𝑦∈Y

(
min
x∈X

(d′(x, 𝑦))
)
, (55)

where d′(x, y) is a distance metric between two sets of material properties x, y ∈ 𝚲. This metric can be easily defined
as the absolute value (or norm if more than one material property is considered) of the difference between the two
sets of material properties.

A potentially successful search strategy S must be chosen such that:

• it satisfies Equation (43) (for d);
• there is an expected improvement in the application strategy to the different solutions to minimize the fitness

function‡:

E

(
min
x∈𝜎i

𝑓 (x) − min
𝑦∈𝜎i−1

𝑓 (𝑦)
)

≤ 0. (56)

To summarize, making use of SoftFEM to solve an optimization problem in computational mechanics requires to (1) set
the finite element simulation parameters that are fixed, (2) identify the free variables that describe the search space 𝛤

(either as intervals [a, b]n ∈ Rn or by means of constraints H and G), (3) formulate the output information to optimize in
𝛹 , and (4) select an appropriate search strategy S.

For the selection of the most appropriate strategy, there are two pieces of information to be considered.
1. The quality of the tentative solution produced at each iteration of the search strategy, defined as the set of pairs

(x, 𝑓 (x))|{x ∈ 𝜎i}. (57)

2. The improvement, in terms of quality, of solutions between iterations of the strategy, defined as follows:

(𝜎i,Qi − Qi−1), (58)

where Qi is an arbitrary quality measure computed from all the solutions produced in the iteration i by the strategy S that
defines the aforementioned sequence of ⟨𝜎i⟩∞i=0.

Most of the stochastic heuristic optimization techniques define their strategies addressing item 1 (eg, GAs, EDAs, local
search methods). Only self-/auto-adaptive methods define their strategies considering also item 2. The approach we finally
select for this problem, MOS, belongs to the latter (see Section 4.2). Applying this approach to Equation (44), we tailor a
strategy directly on the right-hand side of the equation. The objective is to model the difference in the quality of the whole
solution set generated by a strategy between two iterations. This model drives the search process more efficiently between
the desired [𝜌0, 𝜌0] boundaries, compared to the indirect search driven by just the individual quality of the solutions in a
given iteration.

‡Although this condition is neither sufficient nor necessary to ensure optimality, it ensures an incremental improvement in the quality of the solution.
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3.4 Implementation details
Although SoftFEM is a methodological framework to integrate both FEM and heuristic optimization and, in this sense,
implementation-agnostic, some technical details concerning the actual way the software is developed, may be highlighted.
SoftFEM's main platform relies on GAEDALib,58 which implements the MOS algorithm that optimizes a given problem.
In the case of SoftFEM, this problem is encapsulated into a Python wrapper that allows to integrate different components
of a traditional FEM pipeline, such as Abaqus,59 Gmsh,60 or OxFEMM,61 that have been used to conduct the experiments
in this paper. This approach is flexible enough to allow any similar pipeline to be constructed within this wrapper, in
which Input (I) and Output (O) are exchanged between the pipeline and the optimization framework.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The objective of this section is to evaluate the effectiveness of the chosen methods in finding an optimal solution. We
focus here on representative computational solid mechanics problems with different continuity properties of the fitness
function f (see Equation (11)). Doing so, we analyze the search strategies in terms of how the search space is covered and
how fast and how reliably the best solution is reached.

4.1 Heuristic methods
For the experiments shown in this paper, we have selected three different heuristic algorithms: one population-based
method, DE; one local search algorithm, MTS; and one hybrid method, MOS, combining both.

• DE is a population-based heuristic method that iteratively improves a set of solutions (population) by means of a
series of recombination operations.16 This method belongs to the family of evolutionary algorithms and is similar to a
GA (both are population-based methods and use several variation operators). The DE-based algorithms have recently
shown a much better performance than traditional GAs for the particular case of continuous optimization.23 In essence,
DE makes use of two variation operators: mutation and recombination. Different DE strategies can be proposed depend-
ing on the number of mutant vectors, the reference solution, and the recombination operator considered.16 For this
study, we have selected the de/rand/1/exp strategy, which is one of the simplest, yet effective, DE strategies. For each
iteration and candidate solution xi, the algorithm randomly selects three other solutions (xa, xb, and xc) and performs
the following mutation operation:

n = xc + F(xa − xb), where F ∈ [0, 2]. (59)

The resulting vector n is recombined with the original vector xi using the exponential crossover operation (randomly
selecting, for each vector component j, either the corresponding component from mutated vector nj or from the original
vector xi

𝑗
). Then, the algorithm compares the fitness value of the newly generated solution with the fitness from the

original solution, keeping the best one. This process is repeated for each solution in the population and for the whole
population several times.

DE is a well-performing paradigmatic example of a population-based algorithm. These algorithms search character-
istics (exploration and exploitation) are regulated by a series of configuration parameters, as shown in Table 1. The
values selected for this experimentation have been proved to be successful in previous studies62 and are used here as a
first approximation.

• MTS is a local search technique that iteratively tries to improve a single solution.19 It is actually made up of three
different local search algorithms but, in this work, only the first one was used (referred to as MTS-LS1) as it was shown
that it provides most of the search capabilities of the algorithm.63 This local search iterates through all the components
of the solution and, for each component, modifies its value by subtracting/adding a given amount that is a function of
a parameter SR. If this new value improves the quality of the solution, then it is kept and the algorithm moves on to
the next component. If not, then the original value is restored. The SR parameter is initialized according to the ranges
of values of each component and is dynamically adjusted (to half of its value) when all the components of the solution
have been explored with no improvement in the fitness value of the solution.

MTS is a very effective local search algorithm, particularly successful in large scale problems but also very competitive
in mid to low dimensionality cases. The performance of the local search depends on the magnitude of the search step
SR and how its value is adjusted. In most of the cases and, in particular, for problems with just one or a few local optima,
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TABLE 1 Parameters of the different heuristic
optimization algorithms (D is the dimension of the problem)

Parameter Value

Number of fitness evaluations 100 D
DE / MOS population 15
DE F 0.5
DE CR 0.1
DE crossover Exponential
MOS Min participation 5%
MOS quality function Fitness increment

Abbreviations: DE, differential evolution; MOS, multiple offspring
sampling.

this algorithm exhibits a great exploitative behavior, being able to quickly converge to an optimum. For this reason, it
is also a good technique to be combined with other, more explorative, algorithms.

• MOS is a hybrid adaptive search framework that dynamically manages two or more search techniques
(subalgorithms).58,62 The MOS framework distributes the number of fitness evaluations among a group of configured
techniques according to their comparative performance in an adaptive dynamic way. There are different configura-
tion parameters for MOS itself (such as the measure to compare performances, the number of fitness evaluations for
each comparison round, or the minimum number of fitness evaluations to grant to each techniques) plus the other
parameters of the compounding techniques.

4.2 MOS algorithm
While other hybrid approaches making use of DE and MTS may be available, MOS has been the best performing algorithm
in several IEEE CEC LSGO competitions and has shown great capacity to combine the explorative and exploitative
characteristics of the managed techniques.23

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of the MOS framework. As can be seen, the framework divides the overall search
process into a number of predefined steps (line 2). The participation of each compounding algorithm is then initialized
uniformly (line 3) and the overall evolutionary process starts (line 5). At the beginning of each step, the quality of the
solutions created by each of the algorithms is evaluated (line 7). The rationale behind measuring the quality of new
solutions is to favor those algorithms creating more useful ones (in terms of their fitness, diversity of the population, or
whichever characteristic we might consider beneficial for the search).
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Let 𝜎( 𝑗)
i be the set of solutions generated by the technique j on iteration i, and N the number of techniques. Then,

𝜎i =
N⋃
𝑗=1

𝜎
( 𝑗)
i . (60)

An example of an acceptable quality function is given by the following:

Q( 𝑗)
i =

∑
x∈𝜎( 𝑗)

i

𝑓 (x)|||𝜎( 𝑗)
i
||| . (61)

This quality function (line 7) computes, for each algorithm Aj, the average fitness of all the solutions created by the
algorithm during the iteration i.

With these updated quality values, the participation (ie, the number of fitness evaluations) that each algorithm will
create during the next step is now readjusted (lines 8-9). As in the case of the quality function, multiple participation func-
tions can be defined. In our case, we use a dynamic participation function that increases, proportionally, the participation
of the best performing algorithm while decreasing the participation of the remaining algorithms. Equations (62)-(66)
show how this participation adjustment takes place. In Equation (66), 𝜉 acts as a modulating factor to control the size of
the participation adjustment, ie,

Π( 𝑗)
i =

{
Π( 𝑗)

i−1 + 𝜁 if 𝑗 ∈ Υi,

Π( 𝑗)
i−1 − D( 𝑗)

i otherwise,
(62)

where Υi is the set of techniques with the highest quality function score (Qmax
i ) and 𝜁 the increment in participation

granted to these techniques, ie,

𝜁 =
∑

k∉Υi
D(k)

i|Υi| (63)

Υi = arg max
𝑗∈[1,N]

Q( 𝑗)
i (64)

Qmax
i = max

{
Q( 𝑗)

i ∀𝑗 ∈ [1,N]
}

(65)

D( 𝑗)
i = 𝜉 ·

Qmax
i − Q( 𝑗)

i

Qmax
i

· Π( 𝑗)
i−1, ∀𝑗 ∈ [1,N] ∕ 𝑗 ∉ Υi. (66)

Finally, once all the updated participation ratios have been computed, the framework runs, in sequence, all the
compounding algorithms, each of them reusing the output population of the previous one (lines 10 to 14).

This process is repeated until the maximum number of fitness evaluations is exhausted.

4.3 Test cases
The test cases are chosen to represent:

1. a bioengineering problem (chosen here to be a simplified axonal growth61) with a strong continuity of the outputs with
respect to the inputs, ie, small variations of input values lead to small variations of output values;

2. a plant sciences problem (chosen here to be a simplified plant cell wall shape study64) with a “noise” behavior of the
outputs;

3. a materials engineering problem (chosen here to be a crystal plasticity problem65) with a computing-intensive complex
interactions between inputs.

The analysis of the results for each of the test cases is conducted along the following two lines:

• the analysis of the search strategy and how the different algorithms explore the search space and exploit the most
promising areas;

• the identification of the input parameters that require additional information to be fully determined.

The problems cover a representative combination of the types of input and output information (see Figure 4).
The maximum amount of fitness evaluations (computational mechanics simulations) granted to each problem to be

solved is fixed to 100 times the number of free parameters (dimensions D). The first two problems were solved 25 times
for each of the heuristic techniques to have statistically sound data. The third problem was solved once using the most
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FIGURE 4 The three test cases under study are depicted in the corresponding taxonomy category combination

promising of the heuristic techniques (according to the first two problems). This problem is by far the most computation-
ally expensive of the three test cases and includes the largest number of input parameters (thus, requiring more fitness
simulations than the rest of the problems).

4.3.1 Case 1
Problem description: We consider here a 3D rod of arbitrary dimensions 0.02 × 0.04 × 0.6 (unit is meter by default). The
constitutive model is linear elastic with arbitrary material properties. This model is coupled to a growth model where the
growth deformation gradient tensor is defined by the following:

Fg (t) = I + (Gct − 1)n0 ⊗ n0, (67)

where t is the time, Gc is the growth rate parameter, and n0 is the growth direction vector (see the work of
Garcıa-Grajales et al61 for more details). The rod is clamped at its base and pulled dynamically in the z-direction on its top
face at 0.2 m/s for 1 s. The top face is not allowed to move laterally in the y-direction but is free to move in the x-direction.
If the rod is pulled faster than it grows, the top face surface area is thus expected to decrease (ΔAtop < 0). If the rod is
pulled slower than it grows, the top face area is also expected to change: either increasing if the rod “fattens” (ΔAtop > 0),
decreasing because of intense buckling (ΔAtop < 0), or an alternance between both (this behavior is a priori dependent
on the aspect ratio of the rod). There should thus be an optimum Gc allowing the top surface area to remain the same (or
as close to as possible) after 1 s. The problem is run on OxFEMM61 (see Figure 5).

Degrees of freedom: 612 nodes / 2324 elements / 1 internal variable.
Input parameters: 𝛤 = {Gc}

• Gc: growth rate parameter; 0 < Gc < 2

Objective function (minimize): f = |ΔAtop(t = 1)|. The average execution time per simulation is 154 s.
Best overall solution: Gc=0.5846 s−1.
As depicted in Figure 6, both the MTS and the hybrid MOS-based MTS-DE methods systematically solve the problem

within the 25 repetitions. However, DE shows a wide dispersion in the quality of the best solution and does not reach
the same value for the free parameter. Nonetheless, all the algorithms are able to find the best solution at least once (see
Table 2). While DE is not always able to find the same value, its standard deviation is three orders of magnitude smaller
than the actual optimal value. The statistical tests show that there is a difference among the three sets of results with a
p-value of 5.96 × 10−16 (Kruskal-Wallis multiple test). The pairwise comparisons estimate the difference between the DE
results and both MTS and MTS-DE with a p-value of 3.68 × 10−5 < 0.05 (Wilcoxon test) and 2.97 × 10−10 (Mann-Whitney
test) using both Holm correction for the family-wise error rate. The MTS and MTS-DE show no statistical difference.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 5 Case 1: A, Anchored rod submitted to a pull at a velocity V while growing with a growth rate parameter Gc; B, The
optimization problem consists in finding the value of Gc such that the end area remains the same after 1 s [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of the final results for Case 1 of each of the 25 executions for the three different search strategies (DE, MTS, and
MTS-DE): box plot with the dispersion (mean value, interquartile range (IQR), 1.5 IQR, and outliers) of the best solutions found. DE,
differential evolution; MTS, multiple trajectory search (out of the 25 executions) in terms of their fitness value [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2 Average and standard deviation of the results for
Case 1 obtained by each search strategy (out of the 25
executions), including the best overall |ΔAtop(t = 1)| found
by each of them

Technique Average StdDev Best

DE 5.2115E-05 1.4506E-07 5.1988E-05
MTS 5.1984E-05 0.0000E+00 5.1984E-05
MTS-DE 5.1984E-05 6.3246E-11 5.1984E-05

Abbreviations: DE, differential evolution; MTS, multiple trajectory
search.

The differences in the performance of the three algorithms are shown in Figure 7. DE provides (with the selected
parameters) a more explorative behavior than exploitative. The problem, as seen in the three plots, is clearly unimodal
(with a single global optimum) (see Figure 7A). These problems are efficiently solved by local search strategies (such as
MTS). Looking at how the different strategies explore the search space, the last iterations of MTS are always very close to
the optimum value (see Figure 7B), whereas both of the other strategies show red dots in areas further away of this value.
The hybrid approach MTS-DE makes use of the DE component to propose solutions in other areas of the search space
(expecting to escape form local optima, which is not needed in this case) but manages to keep the right balance to use
MTS intensive exploitation to find always the optimal value (see Figure 7C).

4.3.2 Case 2
Problem description: We consider here a 2D T-shaped cell wall separating two plant cells. The inside of both cells is
submitted to an arbitrary pressure (turgor pressure) taken here to be 500 kPa. The foot of the T is clamped at the bottom,
whereas the horizontal bar ends are only free to move vertically. The cell wall is linear elastic with an arbitrary Young's
modulus (taken here to be 1 Pa), whereas the region at the intersection between both walls has a different Young's modulus
E. This problem reproduces in a simplified manner the plant cell wall shape study of the work of Kirchhelle et al.64 Before
meshing and loading, the T shape is modified into a Y shape, where the angle 𝛼 made by the top walls is allowed to vary.
The problem consists in minimizing the difference ΔP between the maximum and the minimum pressure in the resulting

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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(A) (B) (C)

FIGURE 7 Comparison of the three different search strategies (DE, MTS, and MTS-DE) for Case 1: each of the three plots, A, B, and C,
corresponds to the results of a given strategy showing the explored (by the 25 runs) values for Gc against the objective function; the color
(from blue to red) indicates whether the candidate solution was generated at the beginning or the end of the search process. DE, differential
evaluation; MTS, multiple trajectory search

(A) (B)

FIGURE 8 Case 2: A, The intersection between two outter plant cells with a top wall inclination of 𝛼, and a triple point Young's modulus
E, submitted to turgor pressure P; B, The optimization problem consists in finding the values of 𝛼 and E such that the pressure span within
the wall is minimized

loaded structure by finding an optimum set of E and 𝛼. The problem is meshed automatically with Gmsh60 and run on
Abaqus59 through a Python wrapper (see Figure 8).

Degrees of freedom: 40 666 nodes / 78 300 elements / 0 internal variables.
Input parameters: 𝛤 = {E, 𝛼}

• E: Young's modulus of the intersection region of the cell walls; 0.5 < E < 2.
• 𝛼: Angle made by the top walls with respect to the horizontal; 0 < 𝛼 < 𝜋∕6.

Objective function (minimize): f = ΔP. The average execution time per simulation is 4.1 s.
Best overall solution: E = 0.7325, 𝛼 = 0.2095 (found by MTS-DE).
A comparison of the final results for all three algorithms is shown in Figure 9A. The MTS method solutions are more

spread than the ones of the other two strategies, with the DE results having the narrowest variation (one order of magni-
tude smaller out of the 25 repetitions). Figure 9B shows the solutions in the E vs. 𝛼 space for the three strategies for the
25 runs. Two clusters of solutions are observed with the DE method only converging in one, whereas MTS finds more
solutions in the other cluster. In all three cases, very similar solutions are found, although the best solution is obtained
by MTS-DE (the smallest value of ΔP is reached) (see Figure 9A and Table 3). The statistical tests show that there is
a difference among the three sets of results with a p-value of 0.0163 (Kruskal-Wallis multiple test). The pairwise com-
parisons estimate the difference between the DE results and MTS with a p-value of 0.0074 < 0.05 (Wilcoxon test) and
0.052 ≮ 0.05 (Mann-Whitney test), and the statistical difference between DE and MTS-DE with a p-value of 0.029 < 0.05
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 9 Comparison of the final results for Case 2 of each of the 25 executions for the three different search strategies (DE, MTS, and
MTS-DE): A, Box plot with the dispersion (mean value, interquartile range (IQR), 1.5 IQR, and outliers) of the best solutions found (out of
the 25 executions) in terms of their fitness value; B, Representation of E vs. 𝛼 space of the best final points of the 25 solutions for each
technique. DE, differential evaluation; MTS, multiple trajectory search [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 3 Average and standard deviation of the results for
Case 2 obtained by each search strategy (out of the 25
executions), including the best overall ΔP found by each of them

Technique Average StdDev Best

DE 3.774E+07 9.957E+04 3.762E+07
MTS 3.819E+07 5.034E+05 3.759E+07
MTS-DE 3.784E+07 2.098E+05 3.756E+07

Abbreviations: DE, differential evolution; MTS, multiple trajectory
search.

(Wilcoxon test) and 0.102 ≮ 0.05 (Mann-Whitney test). Finally, the comparison between MTS and MTS-DE has a p-value
of 0.032 < 0.05 (Wilcoxon test) and also 0.102 ≮ 0.05 (Mann-Whitney test). Holm correction for the family-wise error
rate has been used in all the cases.

The objective evolution for the three different strategies is shown in Figure 10. The fitness landscape for 𝛼 (see
Figures 10A to 10C) shows a large basin of attraction and continuity, independently of the E parameter whose secondary
influence allows for fine-tuning in the last stage of convergence (see Figures 10D to 10F). Conversely, E exhibits a signif-
icant variation in fitness depending on the 𝛼 value (see Figures 10G to 10I). It is not believed to be pure noise data, as the
three algorithms converge roughly to the same values.

This problem is more difficult than the previous one in terms of optimization complexity because one of the parameters
(𝛼) highly biases the search process not only because of its major influence on the fitness function but also because of its
large basin of attraction for a relative neutrality.§ In this case, the local searcher (MTS) struggles to continue the search
once it pivots from one variable to the other. On the contrary, the DE strategy is able to identify the different influences
of each search variable and easily combine those components with good 𝛼 values while refining E progressively. Once
again, the MOS-based hybrid strategy combines efficiently DE and MTS to be competitive with the best of them in average
results. In this case, it is even able to find the best overall solution.

§Neutrality: relatively moderate variation of the fitness function for a continuous range of values of one or more variables.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E) (F)

(G) (H) (I)

FIGURE 10 Comparison of the three different search strategies (DE, MTS, and MTS-DE) for Case 2: each of the three columns
corresponds to the results of a given strategy showing the explored values for E and 𝛼 against the objective function, as well as the final 𝛼 vs. E
plot. Each of the candidate solutions explored by the 25 runs is depicted. The color (from blue to red) indicates whether the candidate
solution was generated at the beginning or the end of the search process. DE, differential evaluation; MTS, multiple trajectory search

4.3.3 Case 3
Problem description: We consider here a polycrystalline prism meshed with 2592 cubic elements, each one representing
one grain with its own crystalline orientation. A hexagonal close packed crystal plasticity model for Mg AZ31B with
twinning is considered for two compressions in the rolling direction (RD) and normal direction (ND) (see the work of
Fernández et al65 for more details). In this reference, the large number of material properties (231 to be provided in the
input file for each grain) is composed of known parameters (eg, crystalline orientation imposed by pole figure) but also
unknown parameters that need to be calibrated. While Fernandez et al narrowed down the calibration to values not
available in the literature, a significant effort was still needed to manually analyze their sensibility with respect to the
final calibration targets (the stress-strain curves of the RD and ND compressions). We focus here on a subset of these
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characterized by a lack of experimental validation and/or a high known influence and aim at recalibrating the curve
automatically by fitting those parameters. The problem is run on Abaqus.59

Degrees of freedom: 3211 nodes / 2592 elements / 121 internal variables.
Input parameters: 𝛤 = {s0;basal, s0;pyr< c + a>, s0;pyr<a>, s0;prism, h0;sl, h0;tw, h0;tw− sl, qsl}

• s0;basal: Critical resolved shear stress of the basal slip systems; 0 < s0;basal < 200 MPa;
• s0;pyr< c + a>: Critical resolved shear stress of the pyramidal < c + a > slip systems; 0 < s0;pyr< c + a> < 200 MPa;
• s0;pyr<a>: Critical resolved shear stress of the pyramidal< a > slip systems; 0 < s0;pyr<a> < 200 MPa;
• s0;prism: Critical resolved shear stress of the prismatic systems; 0 < s0;pyr<a> < 400 MPa;
• h0;sl: Reference self-hardening parameter of the slip systems; 0 < h0;sl < 1500 MPa;
• h0;tw: Reference self-hardening parameter of the twin systems; 0 < h0;tw < 1500 MPa;
• h0;tw− sl: Reference hardening parameter of the twin systems on the slip systems; 0 < h0;tw− sl < 1500 MPa;
• qsl: Ratio of reference cross-hardening to reference self-hardening parameter; 0 < qsl < 10.

Objective function (minimize): f = DTWRD+DTWND, where DTWRD and DTWND are functions summing the error
in the RD and ND cases, respectively, between the experimental and numerical stress-strain curves following a dynamic
time warping algorithm.66 The average execution time per simulation is 2 h (× 12 CPUs).

Best overall solution (manual calibration provided in parentheses) (see Figure 11): s0;basal = 177.4520 MPa
(9 MPa), s0;pyr< c + a> = 107.5783 MPa (115 MPa), s0;pyr<a> = 153.4912 MPa (115 MPa), s0;prism = 258.6643 MPa (80 MPa),
h0;sl = 623.3875 MPa (600 MPa), h0;tw = 157.6780 MPa (80 MPa), h0;tw− sl = 1475.0977 MPa (1200 MPa), and qsl =10 (2).

Because this problem is purposefully computationally expensive, we performed a single run of 505 fitness evaluations
(1 month wall-clock time in total) with the most promising of the three techniques: the MOS-based hybrid algorithm using
both DE and MTS. Note that the fitness is expected to exhibit both a continuous behavior when one parameter change
does not trigger a jump to another deformation mechanism (eg, from one slip system to another) and a noncontinuous
one when a parameter triggers a change of deformation mechanism.

Figure 12 shows the process of improvement for the best found solution vs. the number of fitness evaluations of the
search. The exploration cycles tend to cover a narrower area as the algorithm progresses (DE also provides exploita-
tion but at a much slower pace than MTS). In the enclosed graph of this figure, the alternance between the different
exploration/exploitation phases (DE and MTS) can be seen. The fitness value vs. the number of fitness evaluations (and

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 11 Case 3: comparative analysis of the reference (baseline) manually calibrated parameter combination and the best solution
found by SoftFEM related to the original experimental data for both the normal direction (ND) and rolling direction (RD) cases [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 12 Evolution of the search process for Case 3: the main graph shows the evolution of the best overall solution (blue) found as
candidate solutions are explored (number of fitness evaluations); it also includes the value of the last solution evaluated by the fitness
function (green). The enclosed graph shows the best solution after the first 125 fitness evaluations

not the number of generations or iterations) was plotted here to show this evolution process independently from the pop-
ulation size. This representation is commonly used in the heuristic optimization literature to compare algorithms with
different or dynamic population sizes (such as here, where the DE component uses a population and MTS uses a single
solution).

With heuristic optimization techniques, a global optimum solution cannot be ensured not only due to the stochastic
nature of the search (if it is the case) but mainly because heuristic methods are, in essence, nonexhaustive nonanalyt-
ical search strategies and only a partial space of the potential solutions is covered. However, different stopping criteria
may be imposed. The most usual one is the stagnation of progress when no actual improvement is achieved in a number
of consecutive iterations. In this case, this convergence condition was not met at the moment we reached the maxi-
mum number of evaluations indicating that further improvement might still be possible. Nonetheless, the solution found
by SoftFEM improves the manually calibrated solution known for this problem taken as our baseline for comparison
(see Figure 11). The objective function value for the initial (baseline) solution was 65.1711, and the best SoftFEM solution
is 52.2251.

This problem is particularly interesting from the optimization perspective because the epistatic¶ nature of the problem.
Figure 13 shows the comparative graphs of the objective function for each one of the eight parameters. There is no parame-
ter that clearly shows that all the configurations with a given value for that parameter are always better than configurations
with other values for the same parameter. Epistatic problems cannot be solved by decomposing the problem by parame-
ters and trying to optimize them independently each of them at a time. The best performing search strategies require a
global optimization playing with multiple input parameters at once.

The final parameter values are in general in agreement with their manually calibrated counterparts. The final value of
qsl lies on the boundary of the domain constraint, but as can be seen in Figure 13H, its influence is not fully identified, and
other values could potentially be considered. Similarly, all but one critical resolved shear stresses are relatively close to
what the manually calibrated (and experimental) values are, leaving the basal critical resolved shear stress unphysically
large. Again, Figure 13A seems to indicate that, while this value leads to the best solution, lower (< 50 MPa) values could

¶Epistasis: refers to the property (of the objective function of the problem) that gives more importance to the combination of the values of two or more
input parameters than the additive value of these parameters independently.
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

(G) (H)

FIGURE 13 Objective function values for Case 3 compared vs. input parameter (1 through 8): each point represents a single solution of
the execution; the color (from blue to red) indicates whether the candidate solution was generated at the beginning or the end of the search
process. DE, differential evaluation; MTS, multiple trajectory search

also lead to relatively small values of the fitness. For instance, the best solution when imposing s0;basal < 50 MPa was
found to be 39.14 MPa (see Figure 14 for the comparison against the overall best solution).
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 14 Stress-strain curves for the overall best solution of Case 3 both normal direction (ND) and rolling direction (RD), and the best
solution under the additional constraint s0;basal < 50 MPa [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The epistatic nature of this observation effectively provides a novel tool for the identification of the need of additional
experimental data for some of the model parameters. In this case, one can conclude that the RD and ND compression
stress-strain curves are not enough to fully determine s0;basal, s0;pyr<a>, s0;prism, and qsl, as their influence on the fitness
remains globally “flat” (see Figure 13). The other parameters, however, all exhibit a tendency (clearer for some than
others) toward one value in particular.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, SoftFEM, a new framework wrapping FEM with heuristic optimization, was formalized. This effort addresses
the current gap in the literature for an integrated methodology that seamlessly combines two numerical methods, a partial
differential equation solver (FEM) and the body of several stochastic heuristic optimization methods from soft computing,
to provide a generalized optimization framework for engineering and physical problems. The resulting methodology is
based on a common formalization that ensures the use of a shared representation for the solution and evaluation spaces
and defines the problem in a common language for both methods.

The MOS framework adopted here is considered one of the state-of-the-art methods in large-scale global optimization
and the winner of multiple competitions on this topic held at the IEEE CEC. This framework allows to combine multiple
search strategies and run them simultaneously, adjusting the participation of each of them in the overall search process
dynamically. This characteristic makes it, in our opinion, a perfect candidate to be the optimization technique of choice
for the SoftFEM method, as it leverages the effort of choosing a particular optimization method from the users. In many
cases,23,62,63,67-72 the framework is able to exploit the existing synergies among the different methods under consideration
and obtain better results than any of the individual algorithms. In other cases,63,73,74 those synergies do not exist, but
still the framework is able to identify the best performing method and adjust the participation ratios accordingly, with a
minimum overhead, thus simplifying the overall process. For these reasons, the MOS framework has been selected as the
optimization platform in SoftFEM.

Three cases from different disciplines with different convergence properties were used. The first two allowed for a
direct comparison of the performances of DE, MTS, and MOS combining both, whereas the third case leveraged MOS
for a complex multidimensional problem. MOS was found to offer the best versatility, similar to or outperforming both
DE and MTS in the first two cases. In particular, MOS avoids the need to know a priori the continuity and convergence
properties of the problem at hand and is able to automatically optimize a problem while choosing the most appropriate

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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method (local search or population-based). Additionally, the approach provides a novel tool to identify parameters that
require additional experimental data for full calibration.

Finally, it must be emphasized that SoftFEM heavily relies on the adequate identification of the fitness metric. Future
work should focus on the use of complementary learning methods to model the behavior of the fitness function without
the need to run a simulation. This can be done by providing surrogate functions that approximate the results of the
actual finite element calculation for a number of cases, allowing the exploration (although in an approximate way) of
more areas of the search space and only performing the actual finite element simulations for those promising results.
This surrogate-based approach may allow to overcome some of the limitations in terms of the computational cost for
SoftFEM.
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